LIFE ON THE SPECTRUM
A WORKSHOP SERIES DEVELOPED BY AND FOR AUTISTIC PEOPLE

presents

NAVIGATING HIGHER EDUCATION

Workshop developed by Elliot Mumma

A conversation about the ins and outs of higher education, from the perspectives of both an Autistic young adult currently in college and a representative from the Drexel Autism Support Program.

WEDNESDAY
JULY 28
7:00 - 8:00PM

REGISTER HERE:

SPEAKERS:
Elliot Mumma, current college student
Amy Edwards, Ed.D., Director of Drexel Autism Support Program (DASP)

This work was supported by a grant from Eagles Autism Foundation.

QUESTIONS?
If you have any questions, please contact 856.425.2673 or adw333@drexel.edu.

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY!
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Speakers: Elliot Mumma and Amy Edwards, Ed.D.

*This work was supported by a grant from Eagles Autism Foundation.


Have any questions?

Please contact 856.425.2673 or email adw333@drexel.edu

Join our community!

Facebook and Twitter: PhillyAutism

Instagram: Philly_Autism